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The Menwith Hill Accountability Campaign (MHAC) is a peace organisation formed and run by volunteers. It was launched in 2017 to continue some of the work of The Campaign for the Accountability of American Bases (CAAB) and other peace groups. The organisation now concentrates on monitoring activities at the US Communications Intelligence (COMINT) base at Menwith Hill, near Harrogate, North Yorkshire, and making them more widely known.

Our proposal was to conduct a short research project to update, as far as possible, our understanding of the role of Menwith Hill and the military-related activities carried out there, which have significant implications for the peace and security of the local area, Britain, Europe and the whole world.

In particular we wanted to explore the issues around the legality of these activities and the extent to which those responsible for them are accountable to the UK Parliament.

It is important that the information presented in a 2012 research report produced by Yorkshire Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) (“Lifting the Lid on Menwith Hill… The Strategic Roles and Economic Impact of the US Spy Base in Yorkshire”) be updated to include recent developments and disclosures, for example from Edward Snowden, that have captured public attention and aroused concern. MHAC supporters are aware that they lack up-to-date credible information to present to the public and that the technology and awareness of intelligence gathering have changed since 2012.

**THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES**

- To investigate and produce a factual, unbiased document on the current state of knowledge of the activities at Menwith Hill;
- To identify the current political, legal and moral issues that present a challenge to these activities.

**WHY NOW?**

Two recent incidents have highlighted the importance of Menwith Hill as part of the global US intelligence collection network. They have made the possible consequences of Menwith Hill’s role extremely important as issues for a much wider political and public understanding and discussion.

On Friday 3 January 2020 Iranian General Qasem Soleimani was killed by an armed US drone. It is probable that the facilities at Menwith Hill were used to target that drone strike.

The second event concerns the death of 19-year-old Harry Dunn, killed on 27 August 2019 while riding his motorcycle near the exit from RAF Croughton, a US communications and intelligence base in Oxfordshire. This issue is of importance to MHAC since on 11 August 2015 one of our supporters, Barbara Penny, a Quaker from Harrogate, was struck by a car while taking part in our regular peaceful protest at the Nessfield Gate of Menwith Hill and suffered serious injuries.

The driver was charged with grievous bodily harm and admitted that his car had hit Barbara, but he was found not guilty by a jury at Leeds Crown Court. However Barbara Penny was able to obtain an out-of-court settlement for damages.

MHAC was pleased that the research work would be undertaken by an experienced researcher, Barnaby Pace, who has an impressive track record of research on politics and security issues.

The work was overseen by a working group of MHAC and CND campaigners, who acted as the project managers.

MHAC hopes this research will be shared widely as a document and as a short film. MHAC will continue to make the research available on the Menwith Hill Accountability Campaign website (https://themhac.uk).

---

2. In response to a parliamentary question asking whether Menwith Hill had a role in the drone programme that assassinated Qasem Soleimani, Anne-Marie Trevelyan, on behalf of the Government, said “In accordance with long-standing policy we do not comment on the details of the operations carried out at RAF Menwith Hill in providing intelligence support.” HC Deb, 10 February 2020, cW https://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2020-02-04.12409.h
Menwith Hill Station in Yorkshire has the appearance of an RAF base. However it is in fact the United States’ National Security Agency’s (NSA) largest-known overseas surveillance facility where UK and US intelligence personnel collaborate to operate a vast global surveillance network which, among other roles, plays a key part in targeting US drone strikes. Leaks of secret intelligence agency documents in recent years have exposed how eavesdropping technology at Menwith Hill is capable of collecting data from hundreds of millions of emails and phone calls a day and of pinpointing communication devices on the ground.

The UK and US intelligence agencies have been exposed as using these capabilities to spy on leaders of allied nations, aid agencies and vast swathes of the population.

According to documents from whistle-blowers, programmes developed at Menwith Hill have been used to support British and American troops in ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan but have also been used outside of war zones as part of covert missions in Yemen, Somalia, Pakistan and Lebanon.

Leaked documents also identify Menwith Hill as providing the intelligence used in “a significant number of capture-kill operations”, including targeting information for US covert drone strikes as part of a wider assassination programme that has been criticised as amounting to extrajudicial executions.

Between 2010 and 2020 more than 14,000 drone strikes were carried out by US forces, killing somewhere between 8,858 and 16,901 people according to a database created by the Bureau for Investigative Journalism. However the role of intelligence agencies’ extraordinary spying capabilities should not mislead the public into believing that drone strikes are accurate. A 2014 study by Reprieve found that US attempts to kill 41 men as part of its “targeted killing” campaign resulted in the deaths of an estimated 1,147 people, a ratio of 28 people killed for every person specifically targeted.

The Bureau of Investigative Journalism estimates that in the last ten years between 910 and 2,200 of the victims of US drone strikes have been civilians, with between 283 and 454 of them being children.

The UK Government has publicly stated that all activities at the base are carried out with the “full knowledge and consent” of British officials. However, as explored later in this report, legal rulings in the UK and abroad in recent years have raised questions around the legality of surveillance operations at Menwith Hill and the lethal drone strikes they support.

Ministerial and parliamentary oversight similarly appears to be very limited. Menwith Hill also forms part of US missile defense system. A Government minister confirmed in 2019 that “There are three radomes at RAF Menwith Hill that form part of the US Space Based Infra-Red System, and these radomes are a fully operational part of the US Defence Support Programme Missile Warning facilities.”

Missile defence systems have been criticised as being responsible for fuelling nuclear-arms races and encouraging leaders to act more aggressively. Menwith Hill’s role in the US system also makes it a potential target in the event of a conflict.

Please note that the US spelling of ‘defence’ is used in this report to signify specific reference to US missile defense systems. In addition, although bases such as Menwith Hill in the UK are described as RAF, the majority of staff at them are US military or intelligence. Those in command are usually from the US.

US and UK forces’ activities at Menwith Hill and their role in missile defense, unprecedented state surveillance, conflict and assassination campaigns should be of serious concern to the local community in Yorkshire and local and national Government.


The United States has had troops permanently stationed in the UK since the Second World War, leasing several bases from the UK. According to the Ministry of Defence “RAF Menwith Hill is made available for use by the United States Visiting Forces (USVF) under the terms of the NATO Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) of 1951. The presence of USVVF military and civilian personnel and equipment at the base are covered by the NATO SOFA and also the Visiting Forces Act of 1952.” The legal arrangements regulate how US forces operate in the UK. The law establishes legal jurisdiction over military personnel and related civilians outside
of their bases, defines exemptions from passport and visa regulations and customs and excise duties, sets out the legal right for military personnel to patrol bases, move around the country, wear uniform and bear arms in the UK and lays down procedures if US military or civilian personnel break the law. The law also lays out how costs are split between the UK and visiting forces. The arrangements apply for UK military personnel in other allied NATO countries. The costs to the UK taxpayer are confidential under the cost-sharing agreements.

Under the law British authorities are responsible for security outside the bases of visiting forces but inside US forces have authority to police their bases in the UK and take all appropriate measures to enhance security on base.

Menwith Hill has continued to expand over recent years, reflecting the increasingly wide-ranging and technologically sophisticated surveillance apparatus built up at the base. Between 2009 and 2012 a $40m investment in a 95,000-square-foot operations building included a new 10,000-square-foot data centre. In recent years Harrogate Borough Council has granted permission for additional radar shelters to be constructed at the site, likely expanding its capabilities further.

### Personnel based at Menwith Hill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Contractors and civilians</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Contractors and civilians</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Military</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Military</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Parliamentary Answer, HC Deb, 19 January 2021, cW

---

**THE ROLE OF MENWITH HILL IN US MISSILE DEFENSE**

In 2007 the UK formally agreed that Menwith Hill be used as part of the United States Ballistic Missile Defense System. Campaigners raised alarms that the move had been agreed without any consultation with the public or Parliament.

According to a Government minister at the time, RAF Menwith Hill would enable satellite data on missile trajectories to be passed into the new US missile defense system. The radar system at RAF Fylingdales on the North York Moors also forms part of the early-warning and tracking system designed to detect and monitor the approach of missiles to the continental US.

In 2011 Menwith Hill’s satellite downlink from the Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS), a missile-tracking satellite system, was announced. The SBIRS satellites detect and track missile launches. In 2019 a Government minister confirmed that three of the radomes on the base are an active part of the SBIRS.

Menwith Hill is linked to Buckley, a US air base in Colorado, home to almost 100,000 military personnel and the 460th Space Wing of the US Air Force Space Command. The 460th provided “missile warning, missile defence, technical intelligence, satellite command and control, and robust aerospace communications”. The unit has recently been replaced with a field unit dubbed Space Delta 4 since it has been incorporated into the new US Space Force.

Missile defence systems work by detecting the launch of a missile attack, tracking and targeting incoming missiles and launching another missile or other projectile to intercept and destroy the first missile while in flight. Different systems attempt to intercept a missile at different stages in its flight using land-, sea- or even space-based interceptors.

Ronald Reagan’s 1983 speech popularised the “Star Wars” concept of space-based weapons as part of a missile defense system, but like most other missile defence systems the concept has proven highly controversial, wildly expensive and technically extremely difficult.

For example, since the late 1990s the US Pentagon has spent $67 billion on just one missile defense system, the Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD). Despite massive spending and hype by US officials and arms company executives the system has never been proven to work in a realistic test. GMD’s main manufacturer is Boeing.

According to an analysis by the Union of Concerned Scientists the GMD destroyed its target in only four of 10 tests after it was fielded in 2004, even though all of the tests were held under improbably ideal conditions where operators often
Critics also argue that the deployment of missile defence systems undermines arms-control agreements, including the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and can spur new nuclear-arms races. Russia has made clear that carrying out the agreed reductions in their arsenal of nuclear weapons depends on limiting the deployment of US missile defenses. Russia has also claimed that its newest nuclear weapons under development, including undersea torpedoes, hypersonic glide vehicles and nuclear-powered cruise missiles, are designed to overcome US missile defenses. Similarly, China has increased the number of its missiles with multiple nuclear warheads designed to avoid missile defenses.

Ever since Reagan’s “Star Wars” speech missile defence of space has been a reality. Some space-based weapons are banned under the Outer Space Treaty (OST), which prohibits states from stationing weapons of mass destruction in space, and the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. The latter was agreed between the United States and the Soviet Union (later Russia) in recognition of how the development of missile defense systems would destabilise the nuclear balance between the two countries.

The treaties have not prevented the pursuit of satellite programmes such as the SBIRS system linked to Menwith Hill, and the US unilaterally withdrew from the ABM treaty in 2002 in order to implement their missile defense programme. The reliance on military satellites arguably incentivizes the development of anti-satellite weapons that could cripple both military satellites and civilian satellites that play a crucial, sometimes dual, role in our society. Several nations have already developed these dangerous weapons.

Menwith Hill’s role in the US Missile Defense System poses grave risks. The role of the base in the system makes it a potential target in the event of a conflict, whilst the deployment of missile defense systems heightens the risk of conflict, which could rapidly become nuclear.

The lack of parliamentary debate before the deployment of the system, operated from UK territory, adds to concerns over accountability at Menwith Hill.
The Menwith Hill base has been operating since 1954, was expanded throughout the course of the Cold War and is often said to be the largest overseas US spy base in the world. The UK’s state surveillance capabilities have been a closely guarded secret, with only rare exposures coming from whistle-blowers and investigative reporting.

The UK and US Governments have actively misled the public about the activities at Menwith Hill. A leaked 2005 US Government document described the base’s “cover story” as a facility to provide “rapid radio relay and conduct communications research”. The document noted that the association of NSA or CIA personnel with the base must be kept secret as well as making clear it was “strictly prohibited” to make “any reference to satellites being operated or any connection to intelligence gathering”.

In 1988 investigative journalist Duncan Campbell revealed details of the ECHELON mass-surveillance programme, which was capable of intercepting satellite communications including phone calls, fax messages and emails. Campbell exposed the role of the UK’s GCHQ spy agency and its collaboration with the NSA and identified Menwith Hill as a key cog in the system, with the base’s characteristic golf-balled-shaped radomes concealing satellite dishes used to receive information from satellites intercepting radio signals.

Whistle-blowers told Campbell that the UK spied not just on perceived adversaries but also on its allies and its own citizens. Campbell continued reporting despite arrests, prosecution and censorship by UK authorities.

Concerns were also raised in later years that the surveillance programme was used not only for intelligence purposes but also for helping US firms win contracts, effectively industrial espionage, which if proven would have been illegal. The UK is part of an international alliance known as Five Eyes together with the United States, Australia, Canada and New Zealand. The agreement began between the UK and US during the Second World War and was expanded to include the other states during the Cold War. The allies agree not to spy on one another’s Governments and to share intelligence. The treaty was kept secret for many years, with Australia’s Prime Minister even being unaware of the agreement until 1973. It has been reported that Gough Whitlam was sacked in 1975 by the UK Government because he started to question the presence of the NSA at the UK spy base at the equivalent to Menwith Hill – Pine Gap in central Australia. No Government official publicly acknowledged the Five Eyes arrangement until 1999. On 25 June 2010 the full text of the agreement was made public and it is available online.

In 2013 a leak from the US National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed for the first time the vast scale and scope of the global surveillance apparatus created by the NSA, the UK’s GCHQ and other allied intelligence agencies. The Snowden revelations showed that, as the way we communicate has changed with technological developments, state surveillance has expanded to allow the collection, storage and analysis of the private information of a vast swathe of the population.

Documents leaked by Snowden showed that the NSA was capable of tracking the emails, online chats and browsing histories of millions of individuals, including monitoring activity in real time.

One system, codenamed PRISM, gave the NSA access to the systems of nine of the world’s biggest Internet companies including Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Apple, Yahoo and Skype. The UK’s GCHQ was found to have had access to the system for its own snooping since at least 2010. NSA documents describe how “special programmes for GCHQ exist for focused Prism processing”, suggesting that the UK agency was able to receive material from a bespoke part of the programme made to suit British interests.

NSA documents also showed that the agency and GCHQ jointly worked to circumvent security measures that tech giants had promised consumers would protect their Internet activity, personal data, online transactions and emails, including medical and banking data. GCHQ was revealed to have worked to break into encrypted traffic at Hotmail, Google, Yahoo and Facebook.

Other revelations included an NSA operation, codenamed DISHFIRE, that collected two hundred million text messages a day. The information was used to extract information on people’s travel plans, contact books and financial transactions without any specific warrant and with no suspicion of illegal activity. GCHQ was able to search the database “untargeted and unwarranted”.

Menwith Hill and GCHQ were revealed as playing an integral part in a programme to hack into computers and networks covertly on a massive scale using automated systems. A leaked top-secret NSA document described the process as allowing “industrial-scale exploitation”.

Menwith Hill and GCHQ were revealed as playing an integral part in a programme to hack into computers and networks covertly on a massive scale using automated systems. A leaked top-secret NSA document described the process as allowing “industrial-scale exploitation.”
Software has also been developed to control computers, take over a targeted computer’s microphone and record conversations, covertly take over a computer’s webcam and snap photographs or record Internet browsing and collect login details and passwords used to access websites and email accounts.

In addition to participating in other digital-intelligence-gathering programmes, Menwith Hill was confirmed as operating two main spying systems:

FORNSAT, an evolution of the ECHELON programme exposed by Campbell in the 1980s, which uses the powerful antennae contained within the golf-ball-like radomes to eavesdrop on communications as they are being beamed between foreign satellites. In 2009 Menwith Hill’s foreign satellite surveillance mission, codenamed MOONPENNY, was monitoring 163 different satellite data links.

OVERHEAD, which uses US satellites to locate and monitor wireless communications such as mobile-phone calls and WiFi traffic.

Menwith Hill was revealed to be capable of logging hundreds of millions of communications records a day, recording information such as the sender and recipients of emails and what phone calls someone made and when, information referred to as metadata. In one twelve-hour period Menwith Hill logged 335 million metadata records.

GCHQ’s TEMPORA programme taps into the fibre-optic cables that carry vast quantities of data. The GCHQ station at Bude in Cornwall had attached probes to more than 200 fibre-optic cables by the end of 2011 and then shared the data within GCHQ and with international partners including the NSA. An estimated 25% of all global Internet traffic runs through Cornwall, where transatlantic underwater cables that pass data from Europe to the US and back again make landfall. The agency’s documents described the system as “Mastering The Internet”.

Menwith Hill’s distinctive radomes, which link to satellites in orbit, give the intelligence agencies the capacity to eavesdrop on satellite-based communications relied on in more remote parts of the world. This capability has given the base a pivotal role in conflicts in the last two decades.

Menwith Hill has the ability to target communications in China, Latin America, the Middle East and North Africa and also provide “continuous coverage of the majority of the Eurasian landmass,” where they intercept “tactical military, scientific, political, and economic communications signals.” The ramping up of surveillance did not come about by accident. According to NSA documents one crucial moment came in 2008, when the NSA Director at the time, Keith Alexander, introduced a radical shift in policy. Visiting Menwith Hill he challenged employees at the base: “Why can’t we collect all the signals, all the time?” Alexander asked. “Sounds like a good summer homework project for Menwith.”

As surveillance ramped up to a vast scale the majority of people spied upon were never intentionally targeted. An analysis
GCHQ and the NSA also targeted the EU’s competition commissioner, the German Government buildings in Berlin and overseas and international institutions, including the United Nations development programme, the UN’s children’s charity Unicef and Médecins du Monde, a French organisation that provides doctors and medical volunteers for conflict zones[36].

The collaboration between the US and UK as well as the wider Five Eyes group has also raised concerns that the countries may use the exchange of intelligence as a way to circumvent legal restrictions on spying on their own citizens. Academics and campaigners have alleged that NSA spying at Menwith Hill may have included targeted surveillance of UK citizens by US personnel at the request of UK intelligence agencies, circumventing UK laws on eavesdropping[32].

In 2000 a retired Canadian intelligence agent, Mike Frost, claimed that Margaret Thatcher had requested surveillance on two of her ministers she had disagreed with. Thatcher declined to comment on the allegation at the time[33]. The breath-taking scale of the US, UK and Menwith Hill’s surveillance was exposed as going far beyond the expected intelligence targets of hostile states or suspected terrorists and criminals[34].

47. The Intercept, 12/3/2014, document available at https://theintercept.com/2014/05/12/industrial-scale-exploitation/
58. Washington Post, 5/7/2014, “In NSA-intercepted data, those not targeted for eavesdropping who are rare”, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2014/07/05/819eda8f-045a-11e4-8572-4b1b969b6322_story.html
Both the UK and US surveillance programmes have been found to have been running illegally for many years after campaign groups mounted legal challenges made possible by the Snowden leaks.

In 2015 the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT), the UK’s tribunal that rules on complaints against the intelligence agencies, ruled that this sharing had been illegal since the rules governing the arrangement had been kept secret.

This was the first time in the IPT’s then 15-year history that it had ruled against an intelligence agency.

Shockingly though, the UK Government then argued successfully that, following the publicity around the sharing of surveillance data between the UK and US, the practice was now lawful because there was enough public ‘signposting’ about what was going on ‘below the waterline’.

IPT hearings can take place in private and without the complaining party, which is justified as striking a balance between fairness to complainants and the need to safeguard national security by preventing the consideration of sensitive material in open court.

As Amnesty International’s analysis put it, until the spying programme was exposed by whistleblowing and legal challenges it was breaking the law – but because the authorities were forced to reveal the vaguest details of how they gather and store information it is now legal for them to continue doing so.

“until the spying programme was exposed by whistleblowing and legal challenges it was breaking the law – but because the authorities were forced to reveal the vaguest details of how they gather and store information it is now legal for them to continue doing so.”

The disclosure of the rules in the IPT case did render future use of the arrangement legal. However there has been an appeal against the ruling to the European Court of Human Rights. Ten human-rights groups are arguing that the bulk-surveillance programme violates the European Convention on Human Rights, which protects the right to privacy and the right to freedom of expression. This appeal was successful in May 2021.

Privacy International brought another case, which the IPT ruled on in 2018, finding in addition that the human-rights law had been broken by GCHQ’s behaviour before 2015. In this case the agency had unlawfully been given unfettered authority to collect personal customer information from telecommunications companies.

Whilst celebrating the ruling Privacy International highlighted the dangers of secrecy at both GCHQ and the tribunal, noting “the error-ridden and inconsistent evidence provided by GCHQ throughout the case” and that they were not able to see the legal orders authorizing GCHQ’s surveillance operations until well into legal proceedings. The group had even been forced to take the “extraordinary” step of cross-examining a GCHQ witness about “contradictory and incomplete evidence.”

The group’s action exposed the “willingness of telecommunications companies to secretly hand over customer data on the basis of mere verbal requests from GCHQ” while the programme was operating unlawfully for more than a decade.

A further challenge brought by human-rights groups, including Privacy International and Liberty, led to the European Court of Human Rights ruling in 2018 that the UK’s use of bulk-interception powers was unlawful. However it was not the use of mass-surveillance systems that was deemed unlawful but rather the lack of controls in place to regulate the use of the systems. In its judgement the court deemed the regime to have a “lack of oversight of the entire selection process, including the selection of bearers for interception, the selectors and search criteria for filtering intercepted communications, and the selection of material for examination by an analyst.”

Together with several Internet and telecommunications companies Privacy International have also challenged the legality of GCHQ’s hacking operations inside and outside the UK. The IPT ruled in 2016 that the hacking was legal under “thematic warrants”, which can cover an entire class of property, persons or conduct, such as “all mobile phones in London”.

However Privacy International argued that they should be able to challenge this power, winning the right to bring a case with a Supreme Court decision in 2019. They argued that thematic warrants undermine 250 years of English common law, which makes it clear that a warrant must target an identified individual or individuals, and that Parliament had not given clear permission for overriding such fundamental rights.

In January 2021 the UK High Court upheld Privacy’s challenge and ruled that the security and intelligence services could no longer rely on ‘general warrants’ to interfere with property, including the hacking of computers.

Campaigners have also sought to test specifically whether the US forces at
Menwith Hill may be acting illegally under UK data-protection law. In 2018 Reprieve called on the UK’s Information Commissioner to investigate US activities at Menwith Hill, alleging that they are collecting and processing personal data without registering with the information watchdog. However the Information Commissioner told the group that they hadn’t the capacity to investigate every complaint.

A slew of courts have found that the NSA and GCHQ surveillance programmes unveiled by the Snowden leaks were operating illegally. However the response by the UK and US Governments has not been to shut these programmes down but instead to attempt to rebuild a legal foundation for the mass-surveillance system in order that they should continue.

The 2016 Investigatory Powers Act (IPA) was passed largely in response to the scandal around the UK’s unveiled mass-surveillance system. The law adds some oversight provisions but it has been criticised by campaign groups as a “snoopers’ charter".

The law explicitly legalises hacking by the security services, including collecting “bulk personal datasets” where the “majority of individuals” aren’t suspected of any wrongdoing but have been swept-up in the data-collection process.
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Parliamentary oversight of GCHQ and other UK intelligence services is carried out through the Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC) but this committee works in a radically different way from other parliamentary committees that oversee other parts of Government.

Unlike other parliamentary committees, members are nominated by the Prime Minister in consultation with opposition party leaders before being approved by Parliament. Members are security-vetted and are often selected on the basis of former ministerial or other roles that interacted with the security services. The Committee’s hearings are usually private, unlike most other committees’ public sessions, and nearly all security and intelligence personnel giving evidence to the Committee are heard in private. The Committee’s reports are usually heavily vetted to avoid revealing any secret information179.

A 2014 report of the Commons’ Home Affairs Committee found that the Committee’s set-up risked “the potential for political deference” [to ministers and the intelligence services] and “the over-identification of the members with the security and intelligence services”180.

An ISC report in the wake of the Snowden leaks did acknowledge that intelligence agencies needed to “step out of the shadows” – a contrast with the politicians and spy chiefs who had previously condemned Snowden as a traitor and questioned the patriotism of reporters for publishing his disclosures. The Committee did recommend some safeguards but also recommended limiting any transparency. The report was criticised as hollow, especially as it came on the heels of legal rulings finding the intelligence agencies had been operating illegally181.

The risks for politicisation of the ISC came to the fore in 2019 and 2020 when the Committee prepared a report on Russian interference with UK politics and public life. The report was sent to the Government for clearance in October 2019, two months before a General Election, but was not released until July 2020.

After the 2019 election the Government delayed the reinstatement of the ISC for nine months, months in which no parliamentary oversight of the intelligence services was possible. The Government attempted to impose former minister Chris Grayling as chairperson of the Committee by nominating him and other Conservative members who vowed to vote for Grayling despite his questionable record in Government and his lack of experience in security matters182. The Justice and Security Act 2013 sets specific rules for the Committee, specifying that the Committee elects its own chair from among its members183.

In July 2020 Julian Lewis, a Conservative former chair of the Defence Committee, stood against Grayling in the election for the chair and was elected with the support of the opposition members of the Committee. In response the Conservative Party punished Lewis, expelling him from the Parliamentary Conservative Party184. The ISC published the report into Russian interference shortly afterwards.

Whether the episode was down to fear of the contents of the report becoming public or part of a wider attempt to impose control on parliamentary committees by the Government, the current Government clearly attempted to curtail further what limited independent oversight there is over the security services. On the other hand the drama demonstrates that there are MPs who will fight for their independence in oversight roles and that they are a crucial part of holding the Government and its agencies accountable.

MPs and ministers being kept in the dark over crucial security matters raises serious questions about whether any truly effective oversight exists over the types of activity GCHQ carries out at Menwith Hill and other similar installations. The recent attempt by the current Government to manipulate the ISC, the main parliamentary oversight over the security services, shows how limited the oversight functions are and how perilously close they came to being seriously interfered with.
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93. The UK’s assassination strategy emerged in 2015 when David Cameron announced “a new departure” for Britain, where a British citizen could be intentionally killed outside of any warzone. The first victim of this policy was Reyaad Khan, a British member of Islamic State, who was killed by an RAF drone in Syria.

94. Between 2010 and 2020 more than 14,000 drone strikes were carried out by US forces, killing somewhere between 8,858 and 16,901 people according to a database created by the Bureau for Investigative Journalism, which estimates that between 910 and 2,200 of the victims were civilians, including between 283 and 454 children.

95. In recent years the UK has joined the US in using drone strikes both in recognised warzones and as part of a “targeted killing” strategy – a term that has been criticised as euphemistically describing an assassination or extrajudicial execution programme.

96. The Committee (ISC), for its secrecy around the programme and the killing of Khan. The Committee chair expressed “profound” disappointment after the Government blocked access to key evidence and ministerial decision-making material, evading oversight.

97. In 2016 Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human Rights investigated the UK’s policy on lethal drone strikes. The report found that UK personnel would be in “considerable doubt about whether what they are being asked to do is lawful” and that it “may therefore expose them, and Ministers, to the risk of criminal prosecution for murder or complicity in murder.”

98. Jeremy Wright, the UK Attorney General, claimed in 2017 that no “specific” advance evidence of a terror plot threatening UK interests was legally necessary before launching pre-emptive drone strikes against suspects overseas. Wright argued in a public speech that “where the evidence supports an assessment that an attack is imminent it cannot be right that a state is prevented from meeting its first duty of protecting its citizens without nailing down the specific target and timing of an attack. Apart from anything else, our enemies will not always have fixed plans. They are often opportunists.”

99. In a 2018 article for the Spectator Boris Johnson suggested the UK took drone strikes not only in self-defence against an imminent threat to the UK but also as “payback” or revenge.

100. The prospect of UK Government officials deciding behind closed doors on whether or not to kill a British citizen extrajudicially at all, let alone on the basis of a secretive and vague process, should alarm the public.

101. US drone strikes are not limited to the regular US military: hundreds of strikes have been carried out in Yemen, Pakistan and Somalia by the secretive Central Intelligence Agency and Joint Special Operations Command at the Pentagon.

102. Although many US drone strikes have taken place as part of actual armed conflicts, the US also asserts the right to target and deliberately kill individuals, members of particular groups whom they deem to be a threat to the USA or those believed to have an association with certain of those groups, wherever they are – and often they are far from any recognised battlefield.

103. These types of strike have been justified either on the basis of a right of self-defence against individuals and groups of people who, it is claimed, pose a real and imminent threat to the USA, or as part of the doctrine that treats the whole world as a battlefield – as part of the “global war on terror”.

104. The number of US drone strikes increased significantly during the Obama administration, which oversaw more drone strikes in Obama’s first term than over the whole of the George W. Bush presidency. Donald Trump reportedly rolled back previous restrictions, including the removal of the requirement that drone strikes outside of recognised conflict zones target only high-level members of enemy armed forces and permitting the targeting of a much larger number of individuals – even if they had not been clearly identified. Joe Biden has been criticised for his silence on the issue of US drone wars, leading many to
Michael Hayden confirmed this method for identifying targets at a debate at Johns Hopkins University: “We kill people based on metadata.”
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The casualty-tracking group Airwars found that US drone strikes in Yemen during the Trump administration killed at least 86 civilians, including 28 children. In 2020 a US drone strike was used to assassinate top Iranian military official Qasem Soleimani in Baghdad. The strike, approved by President Trump, provoked retaliatory Iranian missile strikes on US forces in Iraq that threatened to spill into outright war. The killing of an Iranian official in Iraq without any congressional approval nor evidence of any imminent threat posed by Soleimani appeared likely to be illegal under US, Iraqi and international law. The killing was not approved by the US Congress nor Iraqi Government. The Trump administration claimed it was authorized under both the Constitution and a 2002 ‘Authorization of Use of Military Force Against Iraq’. However, as Chairman of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs Engel pointed out, “The 2002 authorization was passed to deal with Saddam Hussein. This law had nothing to do with Iran or Iranian Government officials in Iraq. To suggest that 18 years later this authorization could justify killing an Iranian official stretches the law far beyond anything Congress ever intended.”

The United Nations special rapporteur investigating extrajudicial and summary executions reported that the killing was unlawful under international law given the lack of evidence that Soleimani posed any imminent threat. An Iraqi court issued an arrest warrant for Trump on a charge of premeditated murder.

Activists and a British MP have raised concerns that Menwith Hill may have played a part in the killing given the base’s role in other targeted killings in the Middle East by US forces. In response to a parliamentary question by Alex Sobel, MP for Leeds North-West, asking whether Menwith Hill had a role in the killing, a Government minister would only state: “In accordance with long-standing policy we do not comment on the details of the operations carried out at RAF Menwith Hill in providing intelligence support.”

The involvement of the UK and Menwith Hill in an assassination that threatened to spark a war should be of great concern. The UK Government’s failure to assure the public that the base was not involved raises deep questions about the accountability for actions at the base.

According to Amnesty International, in addition to Menwith Hill, other UK RAF bases – RAF Croughton in Northamptonshire, RAF Molesworth in Cambridgeshire and RAF Digby in Lincolnshire – all allegedly contribute support to the US lethal-drone programme through logistics, communications or support for surveillance and intelligence operations.

### The Role of Other US Bases in the UK

A total of 11 bases in the UK, including Menwith Hill, are designated for use by US forces:

- RAF Alconbury
- RAF Barford St John
- RAF Croughton
- RAF Fairford
- RAF Feltwell
- RAF Lakenheath
- RAF Menwith Hill
- RAF Mildenhall
- RAF Molesworth
- RAF Welford
- Blenheim Crescent

The majority of staff at these bases and the Commanding Officer will be from the US.

For example RAF Croughton reportedly has a direct fibre-optic communications link with Camp Lemonnier, a US military base in Djibouti from which most US drone strikes on Yemen and Somalia are carried out. Other bases act as airfields for US air squadrons. RAF Lakenheath in Suffolk is the base for two squadrons of US F-35 multi-role aircraft. The supersonic stealth aircraft are capable of dropping nuclear bombs, RAf Lakenheath has also been the base for US F-15 fighter jets, which are also capable of dropping nuclear bombs. In 2008 the 110 nuclear weapons US forces stored at Lakenheath were reportedly withdrawn. The move followed consistent anti-nuclear protest.

As previously mentioned, RAF Fylingdales in Yorkshire provides intelligence and communications support, including the hosting of a powerful radar that forms part of the US/UK Ballistic Missile Early-Warning System (BMES). Flight Lieutenant Rich Weeks, quoted in a 2019 article for the armed forces broadcaster ‘Forces.net’, explained that the role of the base makes it a likely target for a missile strike in the event of conflict. “If we were a target, we would’ve already completed our mission, so our mission would’ve already been done,” he said. “That’s the mindset of the people that work here.”
The decision-making process behind US drone strikes is shrouded in secrecy. In October 2017 the Trump administration secretly adopted new looser rules governing lethal force in drone strikes and other killings abroad. According to media reports the new Trump rules eliminated the requirement that a person must present a “continuing, imminent” threat to the United States before being targeted for killing. The new rules also reportedly removed a vetting requirement that meant that attacks required prior approval from top officials from the Departments of State, Defense, Justice, and Homeland Security as well as the Director of National Intelligence, CIA, the National Counterterrorism Center and Joint Chiefs of Staff. If the agency officials did not reach a consensus then the President personally had to approve a strike. The revised rule shifts more authority to the CIA and the Pentagon, leaving even fewer safeguards against people being killed illegally.

The ACLU went to court to try to force disclosure of the rules for attacks. In response the administration refused even to admit the existence of a new policy. The courts rebuked the Trump administration in September 2020, ruling that the existence of the rules could not be kept a secret, although the policy itself could remain secret.

It has been reported that the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have all played a significant role in providing operational and logistical support to the US lethal drone programme as well as collaborating in intelligence gathering used to support the programme.

In the UK a civil case brought by Abdul-Hakim Belhaj, a former opponent of the Gaddafi regime in Libya, set an important precedent, establishing that the UK Government can face legal liability for collaborating with foreign states in illegal acts.

In 2004 Belhaj and his pregnant wife, Fatima Boudchar, were detained and tortured in a CIA blacksite in Bangkok and then rendered to Libya. In the same month another opponent of Gaddafi, Sami al-Saadi, together with his wife and two young children, were abducted in Hong Kong and rendered to Libya. Once in Libya Abdul-Hakim Belhaj and Sami al-Saadi were detained, tortured and subjected to unfair trials before both being sentenced to death. They were later released in March 2010. When the Gaddafi regime fell in 2011 secret documents were found in the offices of Libyan intelligence officials that showed the apparent involvement of the British security services – MI5 and MI6 – in the rendition of Belhaj, Sami al-Saadi and others.

The families of Sami al-Saadi and Abdul-Hakim Belhaj brought a lawsuit against the British authorities for their ordeal. Sami al-Saadi and his family agreed a settlement of £2.23 million. Belhaj and Boudchar made an offer to settle their claim for £1, but only on the condition of a public apology and an admission of liability. Their offer was not accepted. In 2013 the UK Government attempted to have the claim dismissed on the grounds that it involved the alleged acts of other
states and might give rise to criticism of those states, particularly the US. In 2017 the courts ruled in favour of Belhaj and Boudchar.

The ground-breaking decision opened the UK authorities to accountability for their role in illegal operations that involve other states. On 10 May 2018 the Attorney General, Jeremy Wright QC MP, gave an unreserved apology to Belhaj and Boudchar on behalf of the Prime Minister for the UK Government’s role in “their detention, rendition and suffering”.

A German court ruling in 2019 has added to the possible legal peril in assisting in drone strikes.

In March 2019 an appeal court in Germany ruled in favour of Faisal Bin Ali Jaber, a Yemeni engineer, who had argued that the German Government had a responsibility to prevent US forces using Ramstein Airbase in unlawful drone strikes in Yemen. In August 2012 US drone strikes had killed Salem bin Ali Jaber, Faisal’s brother-in-law (an imam who preached against Al Qaeda) and his nephew Waleed, a policeman. Faisal’s relatives were offered $100,000 as compensation from Yemeni intelligence but the US has not admitted responsibility.

The appeal court found that Faisal and his family “are justified in fearing risks to life and limb from US drone strikes … in Yemen are not compatible with international law and that plaintiffs’ right to life is therefore unlawfully compromised.”

The United Nations’ special rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, Agnès Callamard, called the ruling a “watershed” decision that brings the US Government’s legal justification of lethal drone strikes into question. The ruling was overturned in November 2020 by Germany’s highest administrative court. However the brave challenge by Faisal Bin Ali Jaber is likely to raise concerns in the corridors of power that there could be accountability for assisting in drone strikes.

DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY

In 2019 Harry Dunn was riding his motorcycle near Croughton in Northamptonshire when he was struck and killed by Anne Sacoolas, who was driving in the opposite direction on the wrong side of the road. Sacoolas was reported to be a former CIA officer and is married to Jonathon Sacoolas, a CIA operative who was working at the US communications and surveillance station at Croughton.

Sacoolas admitted that she had been driving the car on the wrong side of the road but she fled the UK, claiming diplomatic immunity.

The English High Court ruled in November 2020 that Sacoolas did have diplomatic immunity. A spokesperson for Dunn’s family said they would appeal against the ruling. The Crown Prosecution Service has called on Sacoolas to return to the UK to face a criminal trial.

In a US civil lawsuit brought by Dunn’s family, Sacoolas’ lawyers revealed that at the time of the crash she was employed by a US intelligence agency and that was “especially a factor” in why she chose to flee the UK. The UK Government has claimed it was unaware she was working for an intelligence agency at the time.

In the course of legal cases brought by Harry Dunn’s family, documents were released by the UK Government that revealed that around 200 American civilian and technical staff at Croughton were given diplomatic immunity for activities linked to the war on terror in 2006. The Times reported that this bulk immunity may still be in place.

The Times said the admission by the Government raised questions over whether the immunity might be related to drone strikes or extraordinary rendition. “The only thing I can think of that makes sense is that they were involved in things which might have been in breach of British law, such as rendition,” former cabinet minister David Davis told The Times.

Unnamed Whitehall sources cited by The Times said it was wrong to assume that the immunity was given for such purposes and that there was a variety of possible technical reasons.

In October 2020 the Government stated that the US personnel based at Menwith Hill as well as The [US] Joint Intelligence and Analysis Center at Molesworth and bases at Fairford, Lakenheath and Mildenhall do not hold diplomatic immunity.

The potential for a similar incident to occur at Menwith Hill is obvious. In August 2015 an MHAC campaigner, Barbara Penny from Harrogate, was seriously injured when she was hit by a car outside the Menwith Hill base.

The Ramstein airbase provides essential satellite relay infrastructure for US drones and the German court found that there were “weighty indicators to suggest that at least part of the US armed drone strikes … in Yemen are not compatible with international law and that plaintiffs’ right to life is therefore unlawfully compromised.”

The Times said the admission by the

Penny settled out of court for damages and the driver was charged with causing
The difficulty of securing justice for the killing of Harry Dunn, the discovery that Anne Sacoolas was employed by an intelligence agency without the UK’s knowledge and the revelation of bulk immunity for foreign military and intelligence personnel raise grave questions over the ability to hold US forces accountable in the UK and the safety of residents near US bases.

GCHQ, NSA and the Ministry of Defence were asked for comment regarding the allegations in this report. GCHQ and NSA did not respond. A Ministry of Defence spokesperson declined to respond to specific points but stated that “RAF personnel working at Menwith Hill are part of a worldwide US Defence communications network, with the base supporting a variety of communications activity. US forces maintain robust civilian and military cooperation with the United Kingdom and manage all base activities in accordance with the agreements made between the United States and Her Majesty’s Government.”
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146. The UK and US’s intelligence capabilities, based in part at Menwith Hill, have been exposed as often being used not to tackle violent crime or terrorism but to spy on leaders of allied nations, aid agencies and vast swathes of the population. The surveillance systems have been found to have been operating illegally for years in a slew of court judgements following challenges by campaigners.

The Menwith Hill base has been shrouded in secrecy for decades and it has taken the actions of courageous whistle-blowers, dogged campaigners and investigative journalists to bring to light its role in a vast state surveillance apparatus, assassination programme and US missile defense. Despite local opposition the US spy base at Menwith Hill has continued to expand in recent years, likely further enhancing its capabilities. Its role in mass surveillance and extrajudicial killings was exposed by the Snowden leaks, which provided a snapshot of transparency. However secrecy around Menwith Hill has not lessened.

The base’s US missile-defense role makes it a potential target in the event of conflict whilst the hype around missile-defence systems could make leaders more aggressive and nuclear conflict more likely.

The UK and US’s intelligence capabilities, based in part at Menwith Hill, have been exposed as often being used not to tackle violent crime or terrorism but to spy on leaders of allied nations, aid agencies and vast swathes of the population. The surveillance systems have been found to have been operating illegally for years in a slew of court judgements following challenges by campaigners.

The response of the UK Government has not been to change its behaviour but to rewrite the laws underpinning its intelligence operations in an effort to legalise its actions while limiting public scrutiny and accountability.

Parliamentary accountability for the security services, already limited to the secretive Intelligence and Security Committee (unlike normal parliamentary select committees), was dramatically interfered with in 2019 and 2020, apparently to prevent the Committee’s investigation into Russian interference in British public life being released. The Committee was disbanded for nine months, during which time no effective parliamentary oversight could occur. When the Conservative former Chair of the Defence Committee, Julian Lewis, nominated by the Government to the Committee, was elected Chair by his peers over the Government’s preferred candidate the Conservative party expelled him.

A single, secretive committee, too cozy with the security services and too easily influenced by Government, is clearly insufficient to oversee large, powerful and secretive intelligence services. More rigorous and independent oversight is clearly needed.

More troubling still, Menwith Hill has been exposed as playing a direct role in drone assassination campaigns outside of war zones which, even when they kill only the intended person, amount to an extrajudicial death penalty. Moreover, drone strikes have been found to have killed hundreds of innocent civilians.

A 2014 study by Reprieve found that US attempts to kill 41 named men as part of the US “targeted killing” campaign resulted in the deaths of an estimated 1,147 people, a rate of 28 people killed for every person targeted.

In one case analysed by Reprieve it took
seven drone strikes before the US killed its target. In those strikes as many as 164 people died, including 11 children145. If anything there is a risk that the use of drones and technologically advanced intelligence-gathering techniques gives a false impression of accuracy and can lower the bar for conflict. The UK’s use of drone strikes, including lethal strikes outside of war zones, raises grave concerns – especially given the UK Government’s loosely defined rules for killings and their resistance to scrutiny.

Legal challenges against the UK’s surveillance apparatus and its involvement in drone strikes have shown that the UK’s security services were acting unlawfully for years, though many crucial cases are still being fought in the courts.

The tragic death of Harry Dunn illustrated publicly the difficulties in holding US intelligence personnel stationed in the UK to account. The incident could easily have occurred at Menwith Hill, as illustrated by the injury of campaigner Barbara Penny in 2015.

Activists, journalists, victims and their families, human-rights and civil-liberties campaigners have all been crucial to holding the powerful accountable in public and before the law.

While the US and UK forces operating at Menwith Hill continue to operate beyond public scrutiny and accountability, the Orwellian surveillance systems and extrajudicial executions exposed in recent years will likely continue.


ORGANISATIONS AND EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WITH MENWITH HILL

ACTIVE SIGINT  Infects computers with malware
CIA  US Central Intelligence Agency
COMINT  Communications Intelligence and Information system
DISHFIRE  Secret global surveillance collection system and database run by the NSA and GCHQ that collects hundreds of millions of text messages daily from around the world
ELINT  Electronic Intelligence
ECHELON  Surveillance programme
FORNSAT  Listens to communication between foreign satellites
GCHQ  UK surveillance organisation
GEO  Geosynchronous orbit
GHOST HUNTER  Surveillance for military operations
HUMINT  Information system
JUMPSEAT  Collects signals from satellites with elliptical orbits
LEO  Low Earth Orbit
MGS  Mission Ground Station
MOONPENNY  Menwith Hill’s foreign-satellite surveillance mission, has been monitoring 163 different satellite data links since 2009
NEMESIS  Targets commercial satellites for surveillance
NRO  US National Reconnaissance Organisation
NSA  US National Security Agency
OVERHEAD  US satellites used to locate & monitor wireless communications, cell phones and Wi-Fi
PRISM  The PRISM program utilises extensive data-mining efforts to collect information and analyse it for patterns of terrorist or other potential criminal activity.
SBIRS  Space-Based Infra-Red System for US missile defence
SIGINT  Interception of signals
TEMPORA  GCHQ’s programme for tapping into fibre-optic communications cables
TORUS SYSTEM  A satellite receiving system, part of Sniffit, all for global surveillance, can receive signals from up to 35 communications satellites
TRUMPET  Replacement for Jumpseat
XKEYSCORE  Searches and analyses global Internet data

This list is probably not complete: it is based only on what is in the public domain.

This publication was funded by the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust

The views expressed are not necessarily those of the Trust.

For more information and to join the campaigns contact:

Menwith Hill Accountability Campaign
mail@themhac.uk
www.themhac.uk

Yorkshire CND
01274 730 795
info@yorkshirecnd.org.uk
www.yorkshirecnd.org.uk